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Book Production
Willi Egger

Producing a book is comparable to making a wooden window. It is
absolutely necessary to have a plan to work by. Materials need to be
collected and only then can the cutting and preparing of the necessary
pieces begin. Likewise for the production of a book, one must consider
the needs of the typographer, the printer and the bookbinder. With
regard to the typographer using ConTEXt, three special case examples
are described and illustrated with pictures and sample code.

The Making of a Wooden Window
Having taken the dimensions of the window at the site of where it is to be placed, it is
time to make a drawing to ensure that the endproduct fits the requirements of the
client and the place where it is to go. In the case of this example, I needed to make
a single glass window which was to be put on the inside. The original iron window is
under a preservation order so it had to stay intact. In order to minimize condensation
and loss of heat through the iron window, it was decided to place another window
on the inside. A nice aspect of this design is that the niche created will provide a
good spot for putting decorations. Beyond the drawing for the window, decisions
also need to be made about the type of wood to be used, the window fittings to be
placed and last but not least, the kind of finish which should be applied to the wood.

In a few steps that would look like figure 1 to 6.

Book Project
The cycle of making a book is comparable to the making of a wooden window in that
it requires one to setup a strategy/plan to arrive at the final book. Unlike the wooden
window project, the development of a book usually involves different parties. There
is the designer of the layout, the print shop and also at the end, the bookbinder. Each
of them has their wishes and requirements which need to be considered throughout
the project.

The Book from the Typographer’s Viewpoint

First of all, the dimensions of the book need to be established. They must fit the
material to be presented in the book. Further, we should know whether the book
is going to have pictures or color elements, because this will influence the type of
paper we will use for printing. Then the page must be given a layout and questions
about the whitespace around the typesetting area need to be answered so that the
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Figure 1. Drawing Figure 2. Frame Building

Figure 3. Window Frame Building Figure 4. Window Glass Fixtures

spread of the book has the right lookandfeel. Further, choices about section head
ings, appearance of lists, tables, comments have to be made. Do we want a running
header and what should it contain? Where should the page numbering go? Does the
type of book require a footer? Do we have footnotes and how should they look? How
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Figure 5. Place in the Home Figure 6. Window in Place

will pictures be placed? Will we make use of bleeding pictures? Does the book need
an index? Do we have a bibliography to append? How should the table of contents
look? Are there any graphical elements to be placed at the end of a chapter? And
last but not least, the question about the font(s) to be used must be answered. There
are more elements to be considered and decided upon: title page(s), editorial, ISBN
etc. – I admit that this list is probably incomplete, but it shows how important it is to
consider all the elements in order to have a good plan along by which a typographer
can perform their job.

With all this information gathered, the layout of the book can be established. When
all fits, the content of the book can be made up and typeset. At this stage the book
is in electronic form and can already be viewed.

The Book from the Printer’s Viewpoint

The printing process to be used depends on the print run (number of copies). For
large runs, offset printing is still advisable, and the printer will tell you how they need
the electronic book to be delivered. In some cases they might want color separated
files in order to prepare the printing plates, although usually the print shop will take
care of the positioning of the pages on the sheets (imposition).

On the other hand, for small print runs, the printer may opt for digital printing. In this
case, it might make sense to deliver the electronic book with arranged (imposed)
pages.
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Considering the type and contents of the book, the printer will make suitable sug
gestions for the choice of paper. The choice of paper could be completely different
depending on the printing method.

The Book from the Bookbinder’s Viewpoint

When printed material is being turned into a book, the bookbinder likes to be in
volved at an early stage. In projects, decisions must be made about what kind of
binding to use. Will the book be sewn or will it be glued up (perfect bound)? What
will be the cover material, printing paper, bookbinder’s cloth, combinations of both?
How big, that is how thick and how heavy, will the book block be? How thick should
the cover boards be?

It is also important to emphasize again that the grain direction of the paper should
be parallel to the spine. If the book is printed with the wrong grain direction, page
turning is hampered and the heavier the paper, the more pronounced the problem.
As a book lover, you will always be unhappy when opening a book which has been
printed with the wrong grain direction!

The type of binding will influence the width of the gutter margin, either for cutting
and gluing up the book block or for folding the sections.

If you’re planning on a hardcover, the weight of the book block will have an influence
on its thickness because the cover, in technical terms, has the primary function of
protecting the book block.

It must also be mentioned that the bookbinder is not always very happy with digitally
printed material. In this method there often are fuser oils (silicone) involved which
makes it almost impossible to glue the paper. So whenever possible, you should ask
to keep the gluing areas free of these oils.

It should also be mentioned that there are cases in which the client or publishing
house requires special bindings e. g. leather bindings with tooling and gilding or
maybe edge gilding needs to be applied. Often such luxury bindings require a care
ful choice of the paper, because not all papers are suitable for edge gilding. Also,
one needs to carefully evaluate the suitability of the cover material (e. g. goat vs.
sheep or calf leather; calf, goat or sheep parchment; exotic hides like ray skin, os
trich leather etc.).

Some Typographical Challenges
ConTEXt is a wonderful tool for preparing a book in electronic form. It not only pro
vides a vast range of possibilities for typesetting, it also provides the possibility to
prepare a book already arranged on sheets. This can then be given to the print shop
with the simple order to print it.

However before we can go to the print shop, we must often clear a few hurdles.
In the following I’ll present some of the challenges that I have encountered during
recent book projects.
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Ornaments at the Section End

In a book taken from the Project Gutenberg library, there were two different orna
ments which were placed at the end of the chapter depending on whether it was odd
or even. The original omitted the ornament when the chapter ended at the bottom
of the page, i. e. when there was not enough space left on the page for a decoration.
This behavior should also be respected in the ConTEXt version of the book. With help
from Taco Hoekwater and Wolfgang Schuster, the following solution was found:

HET HONING-EILAND 37

tiende eeuwsche ijmkers waren in hun tijd beroemd voor het brou-
wen van meê; en een van de allerbekwaamsten eischt voor zijn drank
speciale erkenning, daar demeest competente rechters hem in niets te
onderscheiden vonden van oudenCanarischenwijn.Hij geeft zorgvul-
dige aanwijzingen voor de bereiding van zijn Mede, en deze kunnen
worden opgevolgd, en zijn dit ook in den laatsten tijd, met volmaakt
succes. Als deze Mede een aantal jaren goed bewaard blijft, schuimt zij
in het glas als champagne,maar zakt dadelijkweer neer; en de binnen-
wand van het glas blijft dan bedekt met sprankelende luchtbellen. De
drank heeft de kleur van bleek goud als oude cider; maar de smaak is
niet te vergelijken met dien van eenigen anderen drank uit dezen tijd.
Het is van belang, dat wij van zijn bereider de verzekering hebben, dat
hij zoo sterk gelijkt op den Canarischen wijn, omdat dit ons een juist
begrip geeft van de innerlijke hoedanigheid van een wijnsoort, die al
sedert zoo langen tijd is verloren gegaan.

37 37

37 37

54

dern wetenschappelijk standpunt beschouwd is de slechtste kant van
deze behandeling, dat bij het oude stelsel van vernietiging alleen die
bijenvolken bleven bestaan, die ingewortelde zwermers waren; terwijl
de rustige en werkzame thuisblijvers, die de grootste honingprovisie
verzamelden, onveranderlijk werden uitgeroeid. En wanneer wij be-
denken, dat de moderne bijenwetenschap er naar streeft het zwermen
geheel te onderdrukken, is dit een noodlottige erfenis, die zij ons heb-
ben nagelaten.De gewoonte van zwermen staat het verkrijgen van een
ruimen honingoogst heel erg in den weg, en er zal altijd een element
van onzekerheid in de honingproductie zijn, zoolang demoderne ijm-
kers niet een ras van niet-zwermende bijen hebben verkregen.

De bijenmannen van den nieuweren tijd stemmen dus inmet het koor
van hen, die de oude dwaze gewoonte van het bijen-verbranden af-
keuren, meer omdat dit hun de taak heeft opgelegd het werk van eeu-
wen ongedaan te maken, vóór er eenig teeken van vooruitgang kan
zijn, dan uit het algemeen aangenomen beginsel vanmenschelijkheid.

54 54

54 54

\definepagechecker
[willi]
[method=1,before=,after=,inbetween={\setups{endsection}}]

\def\stopmysection
{\checkpage[willi][lines=4]}

\def\stopmysubject
{\checkpage[willi][lines=4]}

\startsetups[section:odd]
\vfil
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\placefigure
[middle,none]
[]
{}
{\externalfigure[ornament2][height=2\lineheight]}

\stopsection
\stopsetups

\startsetups[section:even]
\vfil
\placefigure
[middle,none]
[]
{}
{\externalfigure[ornament1][height=2\lineheight]}

\stopsection
\stopsetups

\startsetups endsection
\ifodd\namedheadnumber{section}
\directsetup{section:odd}

\else
\directsetup{section:even}

\fi
\stopsetups

The wrapper \checkpage uses before= and after= if the test forces a page break,
otherwise the inbetween= is executed. This behaviour results in precisely what we
need, i. e. if there is enough space, an ornament is placed, otherwise a page break
is executed.

A Strange Table of Contents

In a book about beekeeping, also taken from Project Gutenberg, we encountered a
rather strange type of ToC. As shown in the picture, each chapter is mentioned with
its title and the page number. All the “sections” within each chapter are presented
as a block of continuous titles and page numbers. The reason that I put sections in
quotes is that the book’s sections are actually references to statements in the text
and not actual headings.

\unexpanded\def\Mysectioncommand#1#2#3{#2,\hskip0.5\bodyfontsize
#3.\quad}

\setuplist
[chapter]
[prefix=no,
after={\blank},
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.
CONTENTS.

CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 29

Deplorable state of bee-keeping. New era anticipated, 29. Hu-
ber’s discoveries and hives. Double hives for protection against
extremes of temperature, 30. Necessary to obtain complete
control of the combs. Taming bees. Hives with movable bars.
Their results important, 30. Bee-keeping made profitable and
certain. Movable frames for comb. Bees will work in glass hives
exposed to the light. Dzierzon’s discoveries, 32. Wagner’s
letter on the merits of Dzierzon’s hive and the movable comb
hive, 34. Superiority of movable comb hive, 38. Superior-
ity of Dzierzon’s over the old mode, 38. Success attending it,
38. Bee-Journal to be established. Two of them in Germany.
Important facts connected with bees heretofore discredited, 38.
Every thing seen in observing hives, 39.

CHAPTER II BEES CAPABLE OF
DOMESTICATION 41

Astonishment of persons at their tameness, 41. Bees intended
for the comfort of man. Properties fitting them for domestication.
Bees never attack when filled with honey, 42. Swarming bees
fill their honey bags and are peaceable. Hiving of bees safe, 42.
Bees cannot resist the temptation to fill themselves with sweets.
Manageable by means of sugared water, 43. Special aversion
to certain persons. Tobacco smoke to subdue bees should not
be used. Motions about a hive should be slow and gentle, 44.

9 9

9 9

starter={\WORD{chapter~}},
distance={5.5em}]

\setuplist
[section]
[prefix=no,
sectionnumber=no,
headnumber=no,
alternative=command,
command=\Mysectioncommand]

% ...
\writetolist[section]{}{Deplorable state of bee-keeping. New era
anticipated}
% ...
\writetolist[section]{}{Superiority of movable comb hive}
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Influencing the Breaking of Lists

Sometimes when generating lists, the breaking of the contents is not as one would
expect, however, there is a way to influence its behavior. It is important that these
commands are used only in the final finetuning stage of the project. The two com
mands involved are \showinjector and \setinjector. They have both two argu
ments: list and register. These can be used singularly or in combination i. e.
\showinjector[list] or \showinjector[list,register].

If we issue the command \showinjector[list,register] and compile the docu
ment, we will see sequential numbers in the margin that indicate the position in the
given list.

Table of Contents

<1> 1 Alpha 5
<2> 1.1 Alpha 5

<3> 2 Beta 6
<4> 2.1 Beta 6

<5> 3 Gamma 7
<6> 3.1 Gamma 7

<7> 4 Alpha 8
<8> 4.1 Alpha 8

<9> 5 Beta 9
<10> 5.1 Beta 9

<11> 6 Gamma 10
<12> 6.1 Gamma 10

<13> 7 Alpha 11
<14> 7.1 Alpha 11

Output of \showinjector
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Now we can see where we want to use an injector i. e. a pointer to the list item where
an action must be taken. We can insert different commands as the argument to the
injector e. g. \page or \column or \blank[big] etc.

After running the document again we can see the effect of the set injectors. It should
be mentioned that those items that have undergone a \setinjectoraction are now
labeled in red color.

Register

<1> f
<2> first 5, 8, 11

<3> s
<4> second 6, 9, 12

<5> t
<6> third 7, 10, 13

Output after Inserting Injectors
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The example code looks as follows:

\showinjector[list,register]

\setinjector[register][3][\column]
\setinjector[list] [3][{\blank[6*big]}]

\starttext
\starttitle[title=Table of Contents]
\placelist[chapter,section][criterium=all]

\stoptitle
\starttitle[title=Register]

\placeregister[index][criterium=text]
\stoptitle
\starttitle[title=Figures]
\placelistoffigures

\stoptitle

\dorecurse{3}
{\startchapter[title=Alpha] first \index{first}
\startsection[title=Alpha] first \index{first}
\startplacefigure
[title=test-figure]
{\externalfigure[hacker][width=.5\textwidth]}

\stopplacefigure
\stopsection

\stopchapter
\startchapter[title=Beta] second \index{second}
\startsection[title=Beta] second \index{second}

\stopsection
\stopchapter

\startchapter[title=Gamma] third \index{third}
\startsection[title=Gamma] third \index{third}

\stopsection
\stopchapter

}
\stoptext
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